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Lana Finch is a twenty-five-year-old social worker. She believes wholeheartedly in saving the world—one
broken kid at a time. Lana is headstrong, she’s righteous and she’ll let nothing stand in her way. Except for
maybe her entire family that’s financially dependent on her. Enter Mozey Cruz, the eighteen-year-old
juvenile delinquent assigned to her charge. He’s an illusive artist, he’s misunderstood, and he’s a natural
born troublemaker. Their love is illegal, much like Mozey’s undocumented status in the States. So Lana lets
him go even though it might be the worst mistake she’ll ever make. But destiny has a way of catching up
with us even when we run from it. Los Angeles------------ ------------Detroit Tijuana------------ ------------
Mexico City But first, Lana has to find him before she can deliver him.
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From reader reviews:

Mary Deemer:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive now, people have
do something to make them survives, being in the middle of often the crowded place and notice through
surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading.
Sure, by reading a reserve your ability to survive enhance then having chance to endure than other is high.
For yourself who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this kind of The Delivery book as
beginner and daily reading guide. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

David Unruh:

The event that you get from The Delivery is a more deep you excavating the information that hide inside
words the more you get interested in reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to comprehend but The
Delivery giving you enjoyment feeling of reading. The article writer conveys their point in specific way that
can be understood simply by anyone who read this because the author of this guide is well-known enough.
This kind of book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to understand
then can go along, both in printed or e-book style are available. We propose you for having this kind of The
Delivery instantly.

Angela Smith:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With reading through you
can get a lot of information that will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can
easily share their idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their particular
reader with their story as well as their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the guides. But also
they write about the information about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or
how to teach your children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days
always try to improve their skill in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write on their
book. One of them is this The Delivery.

Lillian Trimmer:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book
compared to can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because this all time you only find book that
need more time to be go through. The Delivery can be your answer mainly because it can be read by anyone
who have those short free time problems.
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